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This edition of Lock it Down! has a focus on CONNECTION.

Over the past couple of weeks many of you have told us you are missing

friends and grandparents, enjoying cooking as a family and searching

for fun activities to do if you don't have siblings. So we've included a few

ideas to connect with friends and family, even if they don't live with you.

As always, there's also some accurate information about Covid-19,

written just for you. 

Let me know what else you want in these newsletters by

emailing actkids@act.gov.au
Jodie

Jodie Griffiths-Cook

ACT Children and Young People Commissioner

Lockdown lizzies
According to a recent ABC news story, lockdown in Canberra has

increased exotic pet ownership. Turtles, snakes, lizards,

ferrets...even a goose hatched by a blind chicken. 

Reptiles and birds do not require as much stimulation as other

animals, so they are a good option for families who will end up

back at school and work. But they do require a lot of set up, and

some require permits, so it is important to do your research.
  

Do you have a weird and wonderful pet? 

If not, what would you have if you did?

Up to five people can meet outside for sport or recreation. This means you can meet

friends in a park or playground now. Please make sure you still stay safe though. 

Some businesses can start up again -- there's click and collect for shops and some

outdoor work can begin again, like gardeners and builders.

You can be outside for exercise or recreation for 2 hours now.

Young people aged 16 years and older can now book their vaccination.

As you have heard by now, lockdown has been extended until Friday 17 September. That

might be worrying you but keep in mind that it is working. People with Covid are not

passing it to as many others as they were when lockdown started. 

There are also some extra things we can do now:
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What's the deal with Delta?

persistent cough (that means a cough that doesn't go away)

headache

fever

sore throat

runny nose

loss of taste or smell

Just when we were beginning to understand Covid, a new word sprang onto the

scene: Delta. Here we will explain what it is and why it has everyone talking. 

It's a little bit Greek

The word delta is actually the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet -- alpha, beta,

gamma, delta. The Greek alphabet is often used as symbols in maths or science.

For Covid it tells us the Delta strain is the fourth new version of Covid-19 that has

been identified. 

It's more catchy

People with the Delta strain pass it on to more people than other strains. Doctors

aren't sure how much more catchy it is but they know it spreads more easily. The

best ways to prevent it spreading are still the same though: wear a mask, social

distance, wash your hands, use good hygiene and get vaccinated if you are old

enough. 

Also important is fresh air. Studies have shown that Delta is harder to catch if the

room people are in has lots of fresh air coming in and out. So open a window! 

More children are getting it than before

This sounds super scary, but it is important to know that this isn't because it is more

dangerous for children than it is for adults, it's just much easier to pass it on to

anyone, including children. 

When a child does have Delta, just like other forms of Covid, many do not become

seriously sick, it can just feel like a cold or flu. But they can still pass it on to others

and some do end up in hospital so it is important to follow lockdown rules and get

a Covid test, even if you don't feel all that sick. 

The symptoms are the same

So far the symptoms of Delta are the same as for other forms of Covid. 

The only difference is that people are saying that having a cough and the loss of

smell are not as common as they were for the original form of Covid.  

 

“Although the world is 
full of suffering,

 it is also full of the
overcoming of it.”

 
Helen Keller

https://www.webmd.com/lung/what-is-a-fever


We have heard from a number of children and young people in the ACT over the past two

weeks who have said they feel lonely. Many of you are missing friends and grandparents

in particular. This is one of the hardest parts of lockdown for all of us, and even though

some of the restrictions have relaxed a little, it is still a challenge. You are not alone in

feeling sad that you can't be with people you love. 

Here are a few ideas for connecting during lockdown, even if it is too wet to go to meet

outside, or you don't have siblings to do things with. While these ideas won't be the same

as hanging out in person, they might make you a bit less sad. 

Staying connected
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“Promise me you’ll
always remember:

You’re braver than you
believe and stronger
and smarter than you
think. But the most

important thing is: even
if we’re apart, I will
always be with you in

my heart.”
 

From Winnie the Pooh: 
Pooh's Grand Adventure

by A.A.Milne

Teach each other something
over FaceTime 
or the phone

Write letters to each other
and post them

Interv
iew someone 

about
 something

they l
ove o

r a c
hildhoo

d memory

Ask them to retell
their favourite

 book or legend 
over the phone 

Cook something in your own
homes, at the same time,
then eat it together over

the phone or online

Choreograph a dance or song together
over the phone or FaceTime
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Hearing from you

You are bored and lonely in lockdown

You are wondering how children and young people can get to see each other in

person.

You want the needs of children who don't have brothers or sisters to play with at

home to be considered, and are wondering whether (like single parents) only

children could nominate another household to have contact with

You are wondering how schools will be made safe for return to face-to-face

learning in the future. 

Since lockdown in the ACT began, I have been asking you to tell me how you are going,

and to let me know if you have questions. My team and I are reading all your messages

and trying to get back to everyone who contacts us. 

I let people in government know what children and young people in the ACT are thinking

and saying about lockdown. Every week I send emails to the adults who make many of

the decisions about lockdown -- our Chief Minister Andrew Barr, and the people in

charge of things like health, education, mental health and support for children and

families. It is important they know how you are going and what you need.

So far I have told them:

Your questions and thoughts are important. People in government are happy to hear

what you are saying. They are making decisions with feedback from children in mind, for

example, allowing 5 people to meet outside was put in place to help children have

some social time together. 

We will always try to answer your questions, or to find out the answer for you. We might

also include information in this newsletter, especially if lots of children and young

people want to know the same thing. So keep asking because we are listening!

Super fluffy pancakes

Put everything into a blender, and blitz

until well mixed, or put in a bowl and

mix with a whisk until smooth

Heat a pan on high, melt a knob of

butter

When pan is hot and butter melted,

pour some of the pancake mix in

When the top surface of the pancake

has bubbles and looks waxy, they are

ready to flip. 

 Cook the other side for about 1 min

 Stack pancakes on a plate as you cook

them, they keep each other warm this

way. 

 Serve with syrup, nutella, butter or

fruit! 

Ingredients

300 mls milk

2 large eggs

225g plain flour

1 tblsp baking powder 

Method

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The secret to good pancakes is to keep the

pan hot and refresh the butter regularly. 


